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THE HILBERT TRANSFORM OF SCHWARTZ DISTRIBUTIONS

J. N. PANDEY

Abstract. Let fy be the Schwartz space of infinitely differentiable complex-valued

functions defined on the real line with compact supports equipped with the usual

topology. Assume //("D) to be the space of C°° functions defined on the real line

whose every element is the Hilbert transform of an element of ÚD. We equip the

space H(fy) with an appropriate topology and show that the classical Hilbert

transformation H, defined by Hf = Pj?xf(t)/(t - x) dt, is a homeomorphism from

ty onto //C5!)). The Hilbert transform Hf oí f 6 <>D' is then defined to be an element

of H'C^) given by the relation

(///,<p)=(/,-/7<p)V<pG//(6D).

It then follows that -r72/A2 =/ V/ e <S)'.

Applications of our results in solving some singular integral equations are also

discussed.

Introduction. The classical Hilbert transform

Hf=p r^-dt
Lœt-x

and its inversion formula H2f/tr2 = / were proved by Titchmarsh and Riesz [8] for

the space Lp, p > 1, interpreting convergence in the Lp sense. Since then various

authors such as Beltrami and Wohlers [1], Gel'fand and Shilov [3], Orton [5],

Mitrovic [4], etc. extended the Hilbert transform and its inversion formula to various

subspaces of Schwartz distribution space ÖD'. Most notable amongst them is the work

done by Orton [5], who extended the Hilbert transform to an arbitrary element of

6D'. However, her definition of Hilbert transform of distributions is based upon the

analytic representation of distributions and, as such, is not quite constructive, unless

the distribution concerned happens to be of compact support or certain very familiar

types of regular distributions. Besides, her technique is not very well suited to

solving certain singular integral equations involving the Hilbert transform. Our

objective is to extend the Hilbert transform and its inversion formula to an arbitrary

element of 6D' and indicate its applicability in solving singular integral equations in

the space eD'. Our method of extension is quite constructive and simple as well.

Definitions and preliminaries. In the sequel we assume throughout that p is a

real number greater than 1.
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The testing function space tyLp: The testing function space tyLp consists of C00

functions defined on the real line which, along with its every derivative, belongs to

Lp. The concept of convergence and completeness in ty^ is defined in the usual way

[7] with respect to the topology introduced on it. It is a known fact that E' E (ty^)'

C ^D', where E' is the space of distributions with compact supports on the real line

[7,10]. If y(x) E ^)Lp, then <p(x) along with all its derivatives tends to zero as

x -> ± oo [7]. Further, if {%(x)}tx=x is a sequence in 6î)Lp tending to the zero element

in ty^, with respect to the topology of 6ÙLp, as v -» oo, then for each k = 0,1,2,...,

V>lk)(x) -» 0 uniformly Vx E R as v -> + oo [7].

The testing function space H(tf)). A complex-valued C°° function <p defined on the

real line belongs to the space H(ty) iff <p(x) is the Hilbert transform of some

element \p E <8). That is to say, <p(x) E H(fy) «=» there exists \p(t) E <$ such that

(O 9(x) = pj"J^dt = m,

where the integral is being taken in the Cauchy principal-value sense. We transport

the topology of fy to the space H(^)) by means of the operator H defined by (1), i.e.

a sequence {<jp„}J°=i in H^) is said to converge to zero in H(fy) as v -» oo iff the

associated sequence {^}^°=, in % (where H<p„ — %) tends to zero in ^ as v -» oo.

We now prove Theorems 1 and 2, which will be used in the sequel, and whose

generalization will appear elsewhere [6].

Theorem 1. Let <p(x) E ty and define \p(x) by

(2) Hx)-Pff^dt.
oc

Then for each k = 1,2,3,...,

(3) ^\x) = pf   T.
J-nr>      I

<P(k)(t)
dt.

x

Proof. We will prove the result for k = 1 ; the general result can be similarly

proved by induction. Using the transformation t — x — y, it can be shown that

(4) *(*) = PJ

Now,

<p(i + x)      <p(x)

00 <p(t + x)
dt.

=fJ(.,x)dl+(r+ry-ii±Aäl,

x\<p(t + x)dí

where

\p(t,x) = <p(t + x)/t - <p(x)/t    ift¥=0,

= <p'(x) ifr = 0.

Clearly, \p(t, x) E CX(R2).
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Now, it is not difficult to see that

*'■'<*>=/:iH/:>r)dt

= pÍÍñírA-ñr}dt+(í]+lx
= pr 9'it + x)dí = p,*> tp'(t)

J-^ t J_t - X

x\<P'(t + x)dt

dt.

Theorem 2. Let HC^D) and ty^ be the spaces defined as before. Then:

(i) //(öD) C <§LP and H(^) is dense in <^LP.

(ii) Convergence of a sequence in HC^}) implies its convergence in tf)Lp.

Proof, (i) Let tp be an element of ty with support contained in the closed interval

[-a, a]. Then by Theorem 1 we have

Therefore,

(Hrffk\x) = 0(\ln\(x + a)/(x- a)\ |)    as | x | - oo.

Hence, if \p is an element of H^) satisfying \p = H<p, then \p(k)(x) = 0(\/\x\) as

\x\^> oo. Therefore, ¡p(x) E tyLP. In view of the inversion formula [8]

(5) -H2f/Tt2=f   V/GL',

it follows that for tp E 6i)Lp there exists 6(x) E ty^ such that

(6) (H6)(x) = ^.

Since ¿D is dense in ty^ [7, pp. 199-200], there exists a sequence {6P}%, in ty tending

to 6 in ^¿c as v -» oo. Now,

-fj;(Hx) - (H6,)(x))
dx"

\H(ßW _ em^\   < c ||fl<*> - 6ik\ - 0 as v - oo

(Theorem 1 and [8, pp. 132-133]). Therefore, /i(6D) is dense in ty^. This completes

the proof of (i).

(ii) If {<p„} is a sequence in H(fy) converging to zero in H^) as v -* oo, then

there exists a sequence {i/-,,} in ^ tending to zero in ty as v -» oo such that /r^ = (p„.

Using Theorem 1 and [8, pp. 132-133], we have \\<pvk)\\p^ cp\\^k)\\p -» 0 as e ^ oo.

Remark 1. Theorem 2, in fact, proves that the space H'(ß)) of ultradistributions

consisting of continuous linear functionals on i/^) contains the space C5!)//)'.

Remark 2. In view of the inversion formula (5), it can be seen that H is a linear

homeomorphism from ty onto H(^¡) and the mapping H: H^) -> fy is linear and

continuous.
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Generalized Hilbert transformation. The generalized Hilbert transform Hf of

/ G <$' is defined to be an ultradistribution Hf E H'X^f) such that

(7) (Hf,cp)=(f,-Hcp)    V<p £#(<$),

where Hy is the classical Hilbert transform defined by (1). If g G Hf6^), its Hilbert

transform Hg is defined to be a Schwartz distribution by the relation

(8) (Hg,q>)=(g,-H<p)    V<pe<5D.

From (5), (7) and (8) it follows that {-H2f/rt2, <p)= (f, tp> V<p G fy, i.e.

(9) H2/A2=/   V/GÖD'.

It may be noted that the definition (7) of the generalized Hilbert transform is in

agreement with the classical result proved in [9, p. 170]. It is a simple corollary to

show that if f E Lp then the generalized Hilbert transform Hf of the regular

generalized function / generated by /(f) is a regular ultradistribution generated by

P¡xJ(t)/(t-x)dt.

Definition. The derivative g' of an ultradistribution g G H'Ctf)) is defined to be

an ultradistribution belonging to H'(ü\)) by the relation

(g',m)= <g,-<p')    VtpEH(^).

Theorem 3. Let f E "D', then

(Hf)(k) = H(fik))   for each k= 1,2,3.

where ( Hf )k stands for the kth derivative of the ultradistribution Hf.

Proof. We will prove the result for k = 1, and the general result can be similarly

proved by induction. For <p E H( °D ) we have

(///', q>) =(/', _/*p) = < /, dHtp/dx )

= (/, Hd(<p(t))/dt)    [Theorem 1]

= {-Hf,d(<p(t))/dt)= ((///)',<p(0>   V<pe#(6D).

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.

Using definition (7) it follows immediately that H8 = -PV(l/x), and using the

inversion formula (9) it follows that H(PV/x) = t¡28.

Example 1. Let us find the distribution y satisfying the singular integral equation

<io>        i+'jCÄ*-«*'" f-reLr

(10) can be rewritten as

dy/dx + Hf = 8(x),

or

d(y + Hf)/dx = 8(x),      y + Hf=h(x) + c,

or

y = h(x) + c-pf-{^dt.
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Example 2. Let us now find a distribution y(t) satisfying the (operator) integral

equation

(11) y + Hy=f

where/andH/G6!)'.

Operating on both sides of (11) by H we have

Hy + H2y = Hf,    Hy - ir2y = Hf,   f-y-tr2y = Hf,   y = LzM.
TT     +   1

An open problem. It is an interesting, but hard, problem to give an intrinsic

definition of the space H(tf)) and its topology, a solution of which will lead to far

reaching consequences.
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